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Abstract. In earlier papers the author has developed upper bounds for A(n, d), the maximum 
number of binary words of length n, each pair of words being at a Hamming distance of at 
least d apart. These sphere packing bounds for A(n, d) depend directly on a related bound for 
constant weight codes where each weld has the same number of 1 ‘s. Improving bounds on 
constant weight codes would therefore improve the bounds on A(n, d). This was the motivation 
of the present study, b!;t constant weight codes are interesting in their own right. 
By combining special techniques from several sources, a new upper bound for constant 
weight codes is developed which often gives significarltly improved results. 
8 1. Ontroductiorr 
In earlier papers [S-5 I, the author has developed a sphere packing 
upper bound for the maximum size A(n, 12) of binary error correcting 
codes of length M and minimum distance d which is directly expressed 
in term of upper bounds for fixed weight error correcting codes, i.e., 
codes all of whose words have the same number of f ‘s. Thus improved 
bounds for fixed weight codes would sharpen the bounds for A@, d). 
While this was the motivation for the present study, fixed weight codes 
are interesting in their own right. 
We shall develop a sphere packing boun(;3 for fixed we!ght codes which 
is analogous to that for A@, d). The details are somewhat more com- 
plex but improved boun s are frequently obtained. 
In $9 the old bounds for fi, :d weight codes are reviewed. 5 3 re- 
views the sphere packing bounds for A(IL (1). In $4 bounds for the 
number of code words of weight w which are a given distance from a 
word of weight w are -worked out analogously to those of’ 5 2. 55 de- 
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scribed Berger’s, fixed weight bounds [ 11, which are sharpened in $6. 
5 iF presm ts a genemlizatim of all these sphere pxcking bound2 while 
gS works out some numerical examplbzs illustrating the improvements 
which sometimes occur L 
Tine cardinality of a set S will be indicated by IS]. Square brackets 
will indicate the integer value function whenever appropriate. 
Familiarity with the author’s previous papers [ 3-5 I would be help- 
ful to the reader but not essential. 
Briefly qamming counted the points within the Hamming sphere 
about a gin en code point, In [3-51 wc extended this point count to 
include lower bound estimates of the number of points outside the 
Hamming spheres at a distance Y from ens or more closest code points 
and thus Gared by them. 
‘Upner bound estimates were made for both the maximum and 
averaie sharing factor. 
52. Review of tild fixed weight bounds 
Let 19 = R(n, W, 2~) be the maximum number of binary code words 
of weight w, length. yz, and minimum distance d = 2~. Let X = w -- ig. 
Then h is th? maximum inner product of any pair of these code vectors. 
In [3-51, tire notation R(n, w, A) was used for +-he same function. 
Then from [ 5, eqs. (5,11,7)] we have 
(1) R(n, w, 24) < In a* -_ pY- l,w-1,224) ) 
W 1 
( ) 2 R(n, w, :Zu) -C ^_ , 
R(rz, ~9, ‘3~) “= ~__?!__ 
L w* --An 1 ’ 
whenever IT* .> An . 
An upper bound to R(n, w, 22.4) is ther, obtained by using ( 1) or (2) 
repeatedly to reduce w aad n until (3) applier: N untjl w - u = 0. Im- 
proved bounds are sometimes possibl,e. Consider an l? by n matrix (Rii) 
with r%w sut~s = Y ,and the inner product of rows 51 A.. By evaluating the 
sum c / +I xg= l c :=I &,??~u ii1 two ways, and by resl:ricting the column . 
sum to the P*FIO in tegzr \/alues closest. o tht: average WR In, the following 
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bound may be obtained. Let k = !JvR/~:/ so that WR = nk + h where 
0 5 b < n, then 15, eq. (6)]: 
14) RfR-l)h2(n--b)k(k-l)+b(k+l)k. 
In this way a bound for R(n, IV, 2~) can be worked out for each n, w, ZC. 
Actually, a table of bounds for R(n, w, 3,~) was built up recursively in 
terms of bounds for smaller vallues of y1, w for u fixed. This table was 
used in computing the bounds on A@, cl) given in [3]. 
$j 3. Review of sphere packing bound for A(n, d9 
I[n order to illustrate the techniques u.sed in later sections. and to 
make this paper independent of 34, briefly derive our prin- 
cipal bolJnd (eq. 14) on A(n, h’). 
Starting with a binary (n - 1, 2e + 1) error correcting code, as in 
[3, $lV] we will use the equivalent (n, 2e + 2) error detecting code FO 
that d = 2e + 2 = 2~ is even and each code word has an even number of 
l’s in it. Geometrically the code points form a subset of the vertices of 
the unit n-cube En. Algebraically there is a 0,l matrix of size A by fz 
whose row vectors represent he code words with the property that any 
two row vectors differ in at least 2~ places. We use code point, code 
word, 2nd code vector interchangeably. In this section, n and u will be 
fixed a;.ld Rin, w, 2~) will be denoted by R,. 
Any point can be placed at the origin (0, 0, . ..? 0). The IHeight of a 
row vector is the number of l’s in it. Let P (or Q) be any code (or non- 
code) point and let Pr (or Q,) designate acode (or noncode) point of 
weight I+. Let H* be the set of all points of En which have weight Y. We 
may assume that the set of all 2n pointsf can he partitioned into 
A!$) I,’ S, u . . . u s, u . . . u S& 1 ) where S, is the code set and S,. is the set 
of points at distance Y from S,,. (For if .;here were any point in Sk for 
1~ > d, it could be added to So’.) 
In what follows, 1 <_ r L cb - 1. 
WC% PO at the origin each Q, in Hr (1 S, will have one or more 
ck~se~t code points at distance Y, including PO. Suppose links & of 
Haj;;,qing length r are drawn front Q, to each of these closest code 
points. For 1 )=1pg, let Qf, i= 1, 2, . . . . C;(P), be the points of I{, f~ %-- 
Let Xf be thz number of closest code points to Qt and let 
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Let K, = minEs,Kr(P). For notational convenience l t KO = I. To 
each link L, at QP attach the weight l/.X;. Then by evaluating the sum 
d-l 
js,lx AK*<_ c d2 KJP)-cl=2n 
r=l PESo r=l Q 
-- Is,l 
<ii 
d- :: 
c@ is*\ C K, 5zn* 
1 1 r=O 
We plan to bound Kr from belolv. Let Cr = minpEsO Cr(PI* Since 
C,(P) = ;H, fl S, !, then C,(P) = (F) - Xi;” IHr n S$. 
Thus d’, = (7) for 1 I r <, U. Bounding Cr from below for Y Z> U, we 
note kst that CU+a 2 (U$) - (z!$) R,, . This is establisheu as follows, 
Since PO has even weight, aI1 other code points have even weight 2u, 
2~ + 2: etc. There are at most R,, code points P,, .1 and each P,, is at 
a distance of dlc -- 1 irom (i!$) points. Qu+l. No P2U+2 can be closer to 
I?&+! than distance u + 1. 
Next observe that 
c u+_2 2 (:+2) - I($!$ + ($!I) (“-12”)) R,, - (2u,‘2) J&+2 
where WC bound the number of P’zti and Pzu+* independently. (This 
could be improved, sfnce there is a possible overlapping of set:j.) Ln 
general since ie, 2 0, we have 
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But as in 14, §IIl, 13, $WI] we can often improve the bound on .K, 
by upper bounding the average v:umber of links L ,’ ending Dn Hr n Sr 
as follows. 
For P = PO at the origin M L?,(P) = the number of links L, from 
{&, --PO} to H n Sr, and let D, = 
Then Z$yJ x; 
maxP,5$Ir(P). 
= C*(P) + L$.(I”,. 
The average X; oyrer C,(P) is I + D,(P)/C,(P) I 1 + 0,/C;, so that 
. 
Note that Xi is an integer. Each Q; has one link L, from PO and the 
other D,(P) links are distributed in some manner over H’ n ,!& Then 
K,(P) is minimized when the D,(P) links are distributed as evenly as 
possible over H, n Sr. Suppose Q’ and Q” are in H, fi Sr, and there are 
b links L, ending on Q’ and c links L, ending on Q” with c 2 b + 2. 
Then by shifting a link ending on Q” to end on Q’, the contribution to 
KJP) is (b+l)-I+ (~---l)-~ < b -’ + c-’ . Using this argument repeatedly 
leads to the conclusion that K,(P) is minimized when each Xi is either 
m,(P) = [ 1 +D,(P)/C,(f’)] or 1 + m,(P). Then as in [3, WI thte proper 
mix over these two values leads to 
(10) K,(P) z 
2m,(P)rS;(P) -D,(P) 
m,(P)( 1 + m,(P))-- * 
For example if L?,(P) = i C&Y, (9) gives K,(Fj Z i C->(P), while i P 0) 
improves this to KJP) > $ C#“)~ 
Let ~4, = [ 1 + D, jC'] . Then we can write 
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Next we okserve that D, = 0, for I<, r C u. We have D, I (“,u) Rzu 
since there are at most R:!, co& points Bzu each of which is at a distance 
ofu from (2) of the 9, in H, f~ SU. 
Also 
In gene *al (as in [ 4, Lemma 1 ] or [ 3, (22)]) we have 
where it is assumed that all these links L, to H, end on Hr n LF,. This is 
too restrictive, and D, and CF are roughly es5maIed for r > M + 1, but 
nevertheless lead to innproved bounds for A@, I. 
Finally, 0~1: sphere packing bound on A(n, d) is, from (6), 
-1 
(13) A@- 1, 2ts- 1)=A(n,2er)< 2n ( YK 
-1 
r 9 
?-=0 
where I:, is bounded using (7), (I I) and (12). This is [ 4, Theorem 21 
arid [ 3, eq. (24)]. 
A further imprclvl:ment on (1.3) may be (Dbtained as follows. In [ 3, 
5 IV] it was shown tiha t since all czode words in the equivalent error 
detecting code hat,e weights of the same parity, ;‘:here axe 2”-’ noncode 
points at an odd disfaxe frsm every code point,, leavi2:g L?-l- - 1 So } 
noncod : points at m-.\ even &stance from every code kaint. Thus (13) 
may be improved tf7 
(14) - A(n, 2~) L min {A,, Ae) , 
,where A, (or A, j = 2”-“& K, where 7 takes on odd (or even) values 
only fr0fn G to 2u! - I. With fe?Jv exceptions the:se bounds, and others 
of [ 31 gave the best pu’,lished sresults k A( n - !I , 2u - 1) = A (n , 2~) 
up to that time. 
s4. Boundsfor Ttwl, nl ; ~2, n2; 2u) 
$j 4B0unds for T(wl, IQ; w2, n2; 224) 
Just asbounds for A@, a depend on bounds for R(n, w, d), the 
sphere Packing bound for ROz, w, d) requires upper bounds for the 
number of code words Pw which are all at some fixed distance from a 
fixed reference word. 
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More generally, let T(MQ, zl ; w2, n2 ; 2~) be the maximum number 
of code words of length n = IQ + n2, of weight w = w1 + w2, and mini- 
mum distance 2~ apart whe=rc each code word has w I 1 ‘s in the first PZ, 
positions and w2 l’s in the last n2 positions. 
Thzn the matrix whose ro\vs ate such code vectors consist of two 
blocks, one of the I’irst n1 colK;mns and one of the last n2 columns. 
Working as in $2, by analogy Cth (l), (2), (3), we have 
(1% [ 
n1 
T(wr,nl;w2,n2;2u)i -T(wl-l,nl-l;~2,~2;2u) , 
9 1 
(16) T(wl,nl;w2,n2;2u)4 [ 4 -- T(wl,q--1; w2,n2; 2u) , n1 --‘WI 1 
(17) Tbq,nI;~12,n2; W< [ n2 -T(wgz,; w2-l,n2--1; 2u) 1 , W2 
I 
(18) T(w1, q ; w2, n2 ; W 5 [ -n2 -- T(wg,; w2,n2---1,2u) 1 , n2-w2 
w9 T(w,,q; wp2; 2~0 5 r 21 
Lwf/q+w$/n+ 1 ? A=w-u, 
whenever the &nominator is pos;itive. To S?iow (1% let 
TL’ T(wl, al; w2, n2; 2~). Then, if h = w - U, using the average dean 
sums irr each block gives 
r*1 
TcT-~)X> TJ k*(k*-ml)+ fi ki(kj-1) ---pa I 1 jqq-!-1 
2 
3 me WT. 
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This leads to ( lz 9). 
* Finally, by restricting the column su.ms to inkger values closest to the 
average: value in each block, a lightly sharper bound is sometimes 
possible, analogous to (4). Let WIT = aitii + bi, 0 < bi < Y2iy i = I, 2. Then 
(20) 
2 
PT- 1)A 3, ii (bi(Llif Ir)ai + (tZf_bi)C3&lZi- 1)) . 
As in 5 2, ‘Ne apply ( 15), ( IfiS), ( 17), I( 18) until ( 19) or (20) can be 
applied or ur;til one of the Wi is zero. 
$5. Berg&s bounds fcr !?<n, w, 2~) 
In 1 f34 1, an analogous phere packing rj,lund for R(n, w, 2~) for 
conptxrt weight codes was developed bv working in HW alone. This was 
never waitten up since the reults were usually nc& competitke with 
thcae of 8 2 when w is near d. 
* 
In 11367 a new device was used lby Berger [ 11 to find a family of 
sphere packing bounds for &lz, w,, 2~). He relates P,,, to Q,,,_ i for 
u=j+2gandijShu.Thusfrom Ij], 
(21) R(n, w, 2uS 5 M+I, w, 2u) = (,,!$)/Fj(n, w, 2u) , 
where 
with the “sharing” fxtor 
Pairiing Pw with V,, _ ,i in this way, combined with our own methods, 
we vvilll g,eneraliLe $& !-3olr- 3 * -WA m three ways. First, we use the sharper 
form of the average shlfAng factor rather than fi. Second, j and ;I need 
not be of the same parity, and third, we extend the point count past u, 
the racrlius of the Hamming sghe.re ir. 53. Note that Berger’s bound :s a 
kind of amiogy to Hamming’s. 
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56. Impmved version of Berger’s bounds 
The first imprtmmer~t results frcm using the average sharilqg factor 
instead of bi in (22). ’ 
We work in En as in 53 but now only code points pW in H,+, are 
allowed. IA Pi = { 1, 1, . ..* L, 0, 0, . . . . 0}, i.e., w l’s followed by y1 - w 
0’s. This reference point wili correspond to the PO of 83. The points 
Q w-j in ffb,-j are j, j + 2: j + 4, . . . away from PG. Let CL be the number 
of Q,._ j which are u = j + I& away from PG. Such a point Q,_j must 
Shave a vector with u - g Q’s in the first w positions and g I’s in the 
last p2 - w positions to have weight w - u + g + g = w - j and f,;, be 
u-g+g=udistanccfromP{.ThenCi =(i.&)(nJasin 55. 
N~I other P,,, can be closer than u distance to such a Q,._+ since Pw 
must be at least 2~ from PG. As in 53 we draw 5 tj links A?& from each 
such Qw __j to those P,,, Which are u away. Then let Et be the number 
of L, links from {S, - PbT, ) to this set of C{ points, Q,_+ We show that 
(24) 
where TJu = T(w - 11, w; v, n - w; 2~) is independent of j rued is com- 
puted by the methods of 54. Only those Pw which are exactly 2u away 
from Pzs can be u away from a Q,+ which is u :tiway from I$. Each ot 
these Pi can be linked by L, to i’&&) of these Q,.++ since we must . 
change g of the u O’s in the first MJ positions of P, tr, I and change 
u - g of the u l’s in the last n - w positions of P, to 0. Thus 
D{ L (~)(&JT~, giving (24). 
Then as ii $3 we can replace ti in the last term OZ (22) by 
1 +Di'C-' l.41 11 iftfi s is < ti and using the same arguments as in $3, we can 
write 
and 
(26) . 
Then our first improvement of Berger’s bound is to use 
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in the denominator of (21). 
To illustrate how this sharpens Mj(ri, w, 2u), consider the example 
R(ru, w, 2~) =R(17., 7,8). By the old bounds of $2, R(17,7,8) < 
[(17/10)R(16,7,8)] ~337 sin,ceK(l6,7,8)<, [(16/7)R(lS, 6,8)] < 
I( 1617) [ II 5(4)/(36-30)] ] = 22. 
Forj = 4,2,0, -2, -4, Berger’sbQ( 17,7,8) =: 58, 57,50,74, 117. 
But these are now improved by (27) to 33,34,36,37,63. Thus 
R( 17,7,8) <, 33 rather than 37 by 5 2 or 50 by 55. In particular, fior 
j=u,g- Q.Then 
4 D, I (;) 
2 
TzU = T2* = T(3,7; 4, 10; 8) 
L I:I$T(3,6;3,9; ~)I31 ,
and 
T(3,ti; 3,9; 8) < -[n,“,l-80 
But T(3,6; 3,9; 8) := 8 would contradict (20), so 
T(3,t;; 3,9; 8) < 7 , -. 
and 
T(3, ?; 4, 10; 8:) 5 [;[I+’ (7)]] = 29 . 
Then 
ani=[li-Z]=l, 
so that 
Fi;;;i3ly, M& 17,7, S) C_ [680/20.5] = 33 < 37, the old bound for 
R(17,7,8j. 
At each stage in the reduction for TzU we use one of (1 S), . . . . (20). 
oreover, the order in which we make these steps affects the final value 
due to rounding off tu integer values. For instarxe [a 1: *2 (7)] ] = 29 but 
[yg(7)14] =30.H o vUver, this rcjunding off is not the main source of ? L3 
in!pnsvement. 
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A computer program coirld be *Jvorked out to develop for each u a 
four parameter table for T(w,, fll ; w2, n2; 2~). This in turn could be 
used to caldulatc M’(n, w, 224) ?nd finally R(ti, w, 2~). 
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We now combine the ideas of b 6 and 5 3. Consider En as in 5 3 but 
limit the code set SO to H,. Then $ is the set of vertices of En which 
are at a distance of r from Soi. Fix i so that lji < U, Let S,* be the set of 
points in En which are at a distance \3f r from Pi =: (1, . . . 1, 0, . . . . 0). 
Let !$ be the set ofQ,+ in Hw_i n ,S n S* and iet Ci = @I This 1 
set consists of points of weight w-j which i;e Y away from 
. 
the closest 
code points one of which is Pi. 
As in 83 we draw links L, Zrom each Q, _i in Bf to the set of one or 
more closest Pw points including PG. About each QW+ distribute a unit 
counting factor or “weight” distributed equally over the links L,. We 
estimate t!:e maximum number of such links as well as the average 
number of links L, for Q, __! in Bf . 
Let T! be the maximum number of Ply which are at a distance of r 
from a Q, __i in Bi. 
IA Tz,, = T(w-v,w;v,rl- I-V; 2u) be the maximum number oi’Pw 
wkicb are ut a dist arm of 2v from PG , v 2 u V 
Let Df be the ,;._ximum number of L, links from the set Es, -- p;! 
c.1 the wt B!s 
The:a analogous to ( E 4), we have 
! 29) R(n, W,Z~)<Mi(n,w,21r')=(,Pi)lZ,~f' 
!or r = j, j + 2, j + 4, .., 2s long as I!$ > 0. This gives our second and 
ahird improvement of Bcrger’s bszunl;l since u - j can be odd and Y can 
i,e >‘u. 
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It remains to work out (2, L$, F$ %2U as needed to estimate J$ $4 
p$ves iT/, T2v. la &Sj Ki wan worked out. We now develop the expres- 
sions when r = u + 1 and u id2 to illustrate the general method. Recall 
that (:“,) = 0 for & < 0. 
I ‘=z.H 1,Herezc - j = 2g + 1. Then 
(30) 
(31) Ti+r = T(w-j-g-1, w-j; j+g+l, n-w+j; 2u), 
(33) 
(34) 
so that 
(35) 
One could work out Di+2 and use (28) for Xl+2 but it il; more compii- 
cated and leads to improvement only for larger values of n, w, 2nd d. 
We shall explain (30), (31) and leave the rest of the expres!-ions for the 
reader to verify. As in #3, C,! is the number of points i .I H,,_i fl S,? 
reduced by upper bound estimates of points in H, _ i fl ST 6) Si for 
i < r F’or Ci+r the Grst product term is the number of points in 
H w-i (’ Sr+l 
* t1 
while tke second ter_m estimates how rnarjy of ?Yrese points 
. 
are m +_ 1 e Only Pw which ‘3re 2u tiistance from PG can be u - 1 
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distance from a Q,,,+ ,lJvhich is u + 1 from PG. Such a Pd has w - u 
1 ‘S in the first w positians and u ! ‘s in the last N - w positions. To 
move to a Q,_, in Bd+I we mwt change g of the u O’s in the first w 
positions to l’s and ch,ange j + 1, of the u l’s in the last ~2 - w positions 
to 0’s. 
Si_milarly for CJ+q ?, the first IXX.I~ estimates I I&, _i (I S$ I which is 
reduced by points in S, _2 given b-1 Tzu ( gfa ) ( i+$l) and points in llcp U 
given by the three other products. 
To show (3 11, cons!.der aQ,V_i with its w - j 1 ‘s in the first w - j 
positions. Shift g + i of these 1’s and add j new l’s to the ieast kz -- w + j 
positions to move to a Pw which is at a distance j + 2(g+ 1) = u + 1 
from Qly _ i . Thus such a Pw has w - j - I;’ - 1 
positions and j + g + 1 
1’s in the first w - j 
1’s ir, the last yt - IV -)- j posit!ons. Thus (3 I ) 
gives a bound ,I 3 the maximum number of such Pw which are at a dis- 
tance tl + I. from a Q,_+ 
For r > a + 1 the same approximating assumptions as in 83 are made 
here so that estimates for K/ are too conservative but as long as Kf “r 0 
we get a contribution for sharper bounds for Mi(n, w, 2~). The param- . 
eters ~2, w, 2~ must be fairly large b&i-e I$+, > 0. 
When j < 0, we c;ln make j > 0 by working with the equivalent 
R(n, n - w, 2~). ‘Thus 0 < j 5 T 
The extension to 0 <_ j < w is immediate. It can be checked that for 
u<j<-w, 
4 T,,(KI.y), q = (,“_j), q! = R(n--w+j, j, 2~). 
Forj-w- l~&,,__~ (n, w, 2u) <_ nR(n -II, w - 1, 212)/w which is ( 1). 
Thus the old bounds of 52 are special cases of the new bounds. 
Note that Dfzf 5 (w iU) 7& + T2u+z. Ccnsider tile example 
R( 17, 8, 8). First we find that TzU I 36 giving K&1 7, 8, 8) L 45 
reduced from 46. But now fiild M, (17,&B) usirlg 1 + Tzu + Qu+2 5 45. 
ThusL$<4(36)+8=152,C~=56,m~=3sothat 
~ > ,2)(3)(56) - !52_46 --- 
s-- (3) (4) 3 l 
This gives M,( B7,8,8) L 44. 
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Table 1 
Impmved bounds for Rc% W, : :U) 
-_- v-p.- -I_ 
d n . W T2u i Mi 
V-.P----~- -P 
8 17’ ‘7 29 4 I 33 
17 8 36 4,s 44 
18 8 58 4 74 
lt! 9 58 0 81 
r9 9 90 2 * 141 
20 10 150 0 278 
‘1 bt 23 8 51 s 58 
24 ,. $ 93 5 133 
25 1.0 186 .3 332 
26 7 31 5 36 
27 7 41 5 48 
29 7 52 5 65 
31 7 76 5 101 
32 7 PO 5 124 
33 7 93 5 135 
34 7 102 5 155 
34 10 908 5 so22 
35 10 1080 5 6762 
36 10 1116 5 8055 
12 31 10 168 6 249 
32 11 ;69 5 700 
33 i 12 728 5 1860 
Et4 35 14 678 3 1427 
41 13 1404 6 4059 
42 14 28% 6 11859 
s-P- 
0ld R 
37 
46 
82 
92 
173 
.346 
61 
162 
405 
37 
49 
66 
109. 
139 
150 
160 
5433 
7574 
8’317 
291 
846 
2326 
1595 
5140 
15420 
Table 1 gives new values of R@z, w, 2~) which were calculated by 
hand using a table of binomial coefficients. In most cases we used (27). 
For u - j odd, we used (29) for P I u + 1 with the simpler form of . . . 
KL+, 2 CL+JTi+, given by (30), (3 1). While usually one can expect 
improvement in cases wilere ( 1) was used repeatedly, say, when w - i n, 
freauentiy there 4s improvement also for smaller exam,les when w <, 
The’ amount of impkove!nent varies <:or.siderablv. Perhaps a computer 
2~. 
program for a systematic buildup of values of $2U and M#z, w, 2~) 
would lead to sharper esults for R(n, w, 2~). 
, 
Example 1. The last case considered in table 1 gives the old 
R442, 14,, 14) L 15420. This can be improved as follows. 
First ?&, L [7[~[$![~[~(6, 13;4, 25, 14)]]1]] 5 28OG 
?‘(6, 13; b, 25; 14)s iS by (19) and (20). Next by (29) 
since 
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42 
( ) 
M,(42, 14, 14~ --* . - 
( 2 j -i- C,6/@ 
where C$2 (‘f)(“,“i -- ($(~)(2%X3) ~‘76440 and Tg = 
T(7,8; 7,34; 14) < P 1 by (30) and (31). ThusM6(42, 14, 14) I 11859, 
while MT (42, 14, 14) i (“,“>/K{ < ’ 3303, where K; 2 (If) - ~~~~ = - . 
3432 - 1404 = 2028 by (28). SimilasJv Mj 5 12690, 12580, I3 110 for . 
j = $4, 3, etc., so that j = 6 gives the best estimate here, an example 
where an odd value of u - j = 7 - 6 = 1 is best. 
Example 2‘ We show how A(25, 10) can be improved. By (15), (17), 
(19), and (20: 1 in that order, we have 
= T(5,.10; 5, 15; lo)<_ [~;[~[~[9] III = 186. T * 2u 
Then M,(25, 10, lO)<(~)/F,.HereIA=5,i=3,g= l.ThusFJ = 
(I;)+ K;, &;3 = (‘40)(1;), 0; <‘(f)2(186), ~112 = 2, K; > 1325, - 
M3(2S, 10, 10)s 332. 
Next 
224 
A(25 10)s ----- 
(2;)+(2+j)+K l 5 
Here Cs = (y), D5 5 (If) R(25, 10, 10)s (252)(332). Then ms r= 2, 
K > 2(2)(53130) - (83664) = 21476 
5- (21(3 
giving,4125 10) C 704 reduced from 757 as listed 
Other examples calculated in this way include 
in [3]. 
A(33, 12) <_ 8637 reduced from 9261 7 
A(35 14) 5 3728 reduced from 394% 
A(35 10) 5 ‘292164 reduced from 3 18806, 
A( 36, IO) <, 5 I 2000 reduced frop 559732. 
In [ 21 and [7] bounds are developed which are special cases of 1:hose 
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in [ 11. Freiman [2] ulsesj ==: 0 only, while Levy [ 7] uses the Hamming 
analogy wilth different values of j. For example, he finds 
R(23, ;O, 8) 5 1374: and R(23, 11, 3) 5 1705. These can be improved 
to 1109 and 1350 by our methods. 
No ie, ~&orrections to 131 cWl I Bl 
The reatie:. cf’ [3--5] should be made aware of a misprint in the ex- 
pression for Cr in [ 31, [ 41 and [ 5 1. In [ 5, ( 1 O)] , the summation over 
Al2 shou’J start with [ irz ] + 1, no;i: [ a(~+ ‘I j] , since rl + r2 - 2X,2 = 
& and i2 ,- ~1 2: ( d,, C rl‘. In [4, (IO)] the corresponding correction 
hoids. In [ 3, (20) ] u runs from 0 to r - [ $I+‘] - 1 and also R, should 
read RJ. ~11 th!: numerical examples used ithe correct (slightly stronger) 
expressiors, Also note in [ 3, (22)] that n -- 2r - 23 &ould read 
YI - 2r -I- 2~. In [ 3, (20)] it is to be understood that for the equivalent 
error dektion code r’ is restricted to even values only, 
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